TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
This is a new program that I am trying to launch to assist parents in trying to
carpool or set up child shuttles. In some cases a parent may be interested in sharing
the driving through a carpool or maybe they would want to drive most of the time
and be compensated by another parent. Other parents may be hesitant to have
anyone else drive their students unless they are a certified driver such as Child
Shuttle. In any case through this handout you can at least state your interest and
then I will send out information to a group of parents that is in your immediate area.
I will not be matching up parents and setting up the transportation but merely
connecting those who have similar interests and live in neighboring areas. It will be
up to the parents to try to assemble a program that would work for your student. If
you would like to consider this please answer the following questions and hand this
paper into the front desk or give to Susan Hawken. You may ask questions by calling
Susan at 714-307-5382 (phone or text).
Students name and grade_____________________________________________
Address including city ________________________________________________
Email to connect parties______________________________________________
Transportation you interested in considering:
Carpooling?
Child Shuttle?
OCTA bus (I can help you to sign up and tell you some of the challenges of this bus as
a transportation alternative)
If you are interested in carpooling please identify if you would share the driving or
would rather pay to have another parent in your area drive students.
It is important to note that this is not a school nor Parent Guild sponsored program
but rather just a parent that has been at this school for 6 years and is interested in
getting parents interacting with others in your area to see if there is a common
transportation solution for their student. Neither the school nor the Parent Guild is
responsible for the transportation success nor liable in any way. The success will
more likely result from good communication between the neighborhood/city
groups that are created in the early weeks of school.

